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1 ... Introduction 

The COMPASS spectrometer is'under construction at the M2 beam channel of SPS 
(CERN) in a frameworkofNA-58 experiment [1]. The purpose of this experiment is 
to study the hadron structure and spectroscopy with high intensity muon and hadron 
bemus; A distinct feature of the COMPASS programme will be the collection of high 
statistics samples of. char~ed particle~. From a measurement of the cross-section 
asymmetry for open charm production in deep inelastic scattering of polarized·muons 
on polarized nucleons it is planned to determine the gluon polarization !1G. ,Using 
hadron beams is planned to study semi-leptonic decays of charmed baryons B:s well 
as doubly charmed· baryons. Meson spectroscopy and the search for· exotic states 
(like glueballs and hybrids) are also included in the COMPASS physical programme. 
To pursue these physics objectives, a new speCtrometer is proposed with excellent 
particle identification and calorimetry able to operate at be~m intensities up t~ 2 ·108 

particles/spill. ' ' . ' 
The COMPASS experimental setup consists of two spectrometers - Large An

gle Spectrometer (LAS) and Small Angle Spectrometer (SASf The design of the 
spectrometers is similar and comprises (along the beam) a magnet,' SM1/2, a ring 
imaging Cherenkov counter, RICH1/2, an electromagnetic calorimeter, ECALl/2, 
a hadron calorimeter, HCAL1/2 and finally, a muon filter, p,Fl/2, where 1 and 2 
refer to the LAS and SAS, respectively. The layout of LAS is sh~wn in Fig. 1. 

The JINR physicists are in charge of the construction of the hadron calorimeter 
HCAL1 and theFirst Muon Filter (p,F1), The goal oCthis report is to summarize 
the results of the Monte Ca~lo simulation. of the Fir~t M~on Filte~~ · · · 

The muon filter serves to. identify and detect the scattered muon in the muon 
programme and muons from the' semi-lept~nic decays' of charmed baryons in the 
hadron programme. The muons from D. aii(f J N muonic decays are also detectable. 
The j.LF1 · is mainly needed to 'detect the muons scattered at large· ang;les. 
' ", -), .'' ·-- _,";·-· ':;?·:~··~.---:~ 

2 . First Muon Filter Layout 

The p,F1 consists of 4.muon stations (MST1-MST4). The first two muon stations 
should be placed downstream· of the hadron calorimeter, HCALl (Fig;1 ); followed by 
1 m of iron and two more muon stations. There is the hodoscope mHOD1, upstream 
of muon station MSTl which should provide the muon trigger. A similar hodoscope, 
mHOD2, is located in front of MST3. In the simulation,the dimension' of mHODl' 
is 400 x 300 cm2 with a hole of 172 x 92 cm2 around the beam. The correspondilig 
dimension of mHOD2 is 500 x 400 cm2 with the same hole. 

Each muon· station consiSts o(X and Yplanes (Fig:· 2); e'ach plall.~ coilliists of 
2 layers of aluminium mini-drift-tubes (MDT) [2] staggered by 0.5 em .to increase 
detector efficiency.'' The' design/of a drift tube is sho~ iri Fig,, 3 .. The' tubes afe 
operating in the proportia'nal ~ode to obt;uD. high ~~t~ ~apabilities ~f up. to' 105 

particlesperwire. · · · · ·.. · · ..... ·. ·· ·. 

O~tck; .. ":-:fi .. ~il i;l.:n;ryi -~. 
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Figure 1: The Large Angle Spectrometer of the COMPASS setup. 

The main task of J.LF1 is to identify the muon and match its track with the signals 
given by the tracking chambers downstream the HCALl. 

·The ·muon identification is based on high penetrability of muons, which allows 
them to pass through the hadron calorimeter HCAL1 with effective thickness of 
rv 1 m of iron and the muon absorber which is also 1 m of iron. 

The multiple scattering (MS) of low energy muons in the absorber is quite large 
(about 12 mrad for 10 GeV muons), thus, the requirements to the detector resolution 
are modest. The spatial resolution needed to match the effect from the MS in the 
iron is about 5 min. In addition MS in the hadron calorimeter should be considerd 
because it is relevant to match the downstream muon track with the upstream one. 
As~uming the MS in calorimeter to be again about 12 mrad at 10 GeV, we arrive 
at: a' needed spatial resolution of about 0.5~1 cin. 

3 .. Simulation of. the muon detection :~ffi.ciency 
. . . 

The .muon detectio~ efficiency with resp~ct to the t~i~g~r hodoscopes mHODl and 
mHOD2 (see Fig, 1) was estimated using two· options of the tube design: . ~ . 
a) 8 rectangular gas cells with 9 X 9 ~m2 cross ·section in case of plaStic profile, 
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Figure 2: Design of the X. and Yplanes. 
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b) 9.2 x 9.2 mm2 in case. of aluminium profile, . . 
inserted in the plastiC envelope with the cross section of 13 X 85 mm2 (plastic profile) 
or 12.lx 83 mm2 (aluminium profile): · · •: . ~ · ' :\• ·· 

The length of gas cells is by 12 em ·shorter.thald;he tube length in·order•to 
imitate the endcup region of the tube. Inside each· cell a 2:5~cm-long dead zones 
were placed with.50 em steps, to imitate the wire support and the insensitive zone 
around it. We considereda cell to be~ctive if e'rie~gy deposition init·\vaa·greater 
than lkeV (withCF4 (90 %) +CH4(10 %) gasmbdure). The distribution of muoll8 
within the s?lid angle wa8 assumedtobe uniform. . .. .. . :· .. , ;: . . 

The efficiency of a layer. was calculated as an average number of hits in X and Y 
lay~rs, divided by number of trigger events Ntrig· The hits in mHOD1 and mHOD2 
were assumed as a trigger. Efficiency of a plane was calCulated a8 ·a ratio of nuinber 

. . . . ' . ' ..... ' ' ,· ' . 
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Figure 3: Design of the drift tube. 

of events in which, at least, one layer in a plane was hit to the Ntrig . Efficiency of 
every station was c~lculatedas the ratio of events in which both planes (X andY) 
wer.e hit to the Ntrig· The results are shown in Table 1. 

module name aluminium profile plastic profile 
1layer, X or Y 88.2 • 

.. 84.2 
1 plane, X or Y : 99.3 97.9 
1 station, (X and Y) 98.6 95.9 
4 stations 94.5 84.7 

I 

Table 1: Efficiency of muon registration in%. Statistical errors are about 0.2%. 

The efficiency of the station give~ in the Table) leads to 94.5 % efficiency if 
the hits in all 4 stations are required for the aluminium profile and 84.7 % for the 
plastic· one. Therefore, the aluminium profile 0.8 mm thick gives a 10 % gain in 
overall efficiency to be compared to the 1 mm thick plastic profile. 

4 · Simulation of the muon identification 

Theexpected particle flux in JLF1 planes region is up to 300 Hz/cm2 (muon halo)in 
case of the muon beam. This leads to an average amount of background particles 
<N>='12 passing thr~ugh the planes of JLF1 during 200 ns {time gate). A large 
amount of material {about 115 X0 ) along the muon trajectory leads to a strong mi.Il
.tiple scattering for muons with momentum less than 10 GeV. Mean square deviation 
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a from the initial direction for muons with p,;,5 GeV is an=5,5 cin at station'1 'and, 
aY3=11 em at station 3.: This leads to a high probability of background particles to· 
imitate the muon track. · '/ ~i' · 

!:'. 

4.1 Detector options 

\Ve have considered three options of the detector: 

• standard, without strips {Fig. 3) 
~'' .. 

• with paired wires of adjacent layers (Fig. 4) 

• standard, with strips between layers 

PAIRED WIRES. 

• \ 
• • 

\ ·, ·, 
\ ... ·\ - . .. . . \ \ 

\' \ ·. \' "\ .> 

• 
' 
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Figure 4:. Schematical representation of the pain;d wires. 

Pairing of wires means that .two wires from adjacent layers are coupled to one elec-.· 
tronic channel. 

,The option with strips should provide a better. track identification: J We assume 
that the strip width is 1 em and the strips are inclined at 45 degrees. with· respect 
to the wires. One paiticle fires 3-5 strips and the amplitude from the strips was not 
assumed to be measured. · · 

To, compare different detector options,;it was assumed that' the-muon halo is 
the only source of. the. background. The :probability of misidentification .w was> 
determined as follows:.Themomentum of the muon was chosen to be 5 .GeV jc, itis 
mo~t prob~bl~ rnom~~1tu'm f~r muons from D. -t.J.rv dec .. ays. The random directions . . . 

of the muon were simulated.· The tracking stations downstream the HCAL1 give 
information about the dire~tion of the muon. Knowing . the coordinates X 0 , Y0 in 
thc,muon statio!ls ~ndth.edi~persion d.ue to.the multiple:scatt~ringax(Y)~ ~e have 
checked if, there are anyhits ~rom themuon halo within the range of X 0 (Y0 )±3ax(Y)· 

. In CaSeof the option with strips the valueV(X, Y) =~(X +Y) for a certail1 
station was cornpare~,with known. exact. value. Vo for all hits. of this station. ,If the 
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absolute value of differenceil V = Vo ..:...V(X; Y) is less than 3 em _(for a combination 
of hits (X,Y)), this combination is used for the identification. 

The probabilities W for different average numbers of background particles <N> 
are shown in Fig. 5 for different options of the· detectors. One can see that the 
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Figure 5: Probability Wcto identify a rand_om direCtion as muonwith PJJ = 5 GeV 
for different options as a function of the average number of background particles 
<N>. 

options with single (squares in Fig. 5) and paired wires (circles) provide an equal 
degree of misidentification. For <N>= 12 it is as large as W = 17 %. But, one 
should note that this result concerns the 5 GeV fc muons only, i.e. the worst case 
for identification. The option with strips (stars in Fig. 5) gives a gain in the 
identification of factor 3 - 3.5. · 

To study the misidentification in case of the muon programme, we simulate 
the DIS of 100 GeV muons with COMGEANT code and selecf-tracks of hadrons 

_downstream the HCALI. Most of these hadrons mainly can not pass through the 
HCALI. However, matching the hadron tracks in front of HCAL1 with the random 
hits of muons from the halo in JLF1 stations, it is possible to imitate a continuous· 
track, which will be identified as a inuon. The probability to identify the hadron 
events as muon for different options of the detector is shown- in Fig. 6. It was 
assumed that the average number of the background muons is <N>= 12. One 
can seeagain that the options with single and paired wires have equal performance. 
Option with strips demonstrates abetter identification.· However, one could see that 
even for <N>= 12, ~hich corresponds to the rate of background 300 Hz/cm2 , the 
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Figure 6: The probability W to identify a non-muon candidate as ~uon for different 
muon momenta P w 

probability to identify a track of the_IO Ge V jc hadron as a muon is less than 1 % 
for all options. Therefore, both standard and paired options of the detector meet 
the physics requirements. ~·-·.- '.:~ 

The similar test was done for the hadron programme. • The interaction of 300 Ge V 
proton beam withCu target was simulated. The momentum spectrum of non-muon 
events is shown in Fig. 7. The dashed line shows the distribution of the events 
which will be misrecognized as muons. One could see that the contamination of 
these events is not too large. 

4.2 Muon filter opt~ons 

One of the ways for improving muon identification is to optimize the distance be
tween the muon stations. Th~,- increasing the distance between muon stations 1 
and 2 from 15 em (that is the proposal value) to 50 em we can improve muon iden
tification by factor of 2; from M = 2.07 ± 0.09 % to M = 1.09 ± 0.08 %. Here M 
is the ratio of number of non-muon candidates N;d identified as muons to the total. 
number of non-muon candidates Ncand· Both mimbersN;ci and N.\:d/ai-e·integrals 
over candidate momentum spectra (with a cut Pcand >4 GeV/c). This estimate is 
for the hadron programme: · - · ·· ·- · -·. · _ ----

However, the sp~e limitation inthe Large Angle Spectrometer is quite severe: 
We ~~uld lik~ to inv~tigate' differenf options' of the First Muon Filter 'layout in 
ord~r to optimize the misidentificati<m pr~bability. - - · --. ' - _ . - · 

Four options of the First Mumi Filter construction have been' simulated. Simu-
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Figure 7: The momentum spectrum of non-muon events from the interaction of 
300 GeV proton beam with Cu target. 

lations were done for proton beam (Pp=300 GeV) and Cu target using.FRITIOF 
event generator [3] and COMGEANT•simulation code [4]. 'Pileup was also taken 
into account. Schematical representation of different options' and' misidentification 
probabilities M are showri in Fig. 8. Standard option 1, which corresponds tO the 
proposal; gives M= 2.07 ± 0.09 %. We can obtain free space for increasing distance 
between the first two stations by reducing thickness of iron filter (removing one part 
of it); If we do so, ·muon misidentification probability .will be M = 2:19 ± 0.11 %. 
(option 2). If we increase the distance between stations from 15' to 50 em; then the 
~uon misidentification probability will be M = 1.72 ± 0.09 % (option 3). Another 
option is to split the filter and to put the second (or third) station in a gapbetwee~ 
two pieces of the iron filter. It gives themuon misidentification probability of M = 
1'.26 ± 0.08 %. . . 

A comparison of these options leads to the conclusion that the 4th option with 
the' iron filter split into two pieces is the best one. 

' ' ; ' 

5 .. Muonic decays of D-mes~ns. and J/1/; 
To demonstrate the importance of p.F1 for muon and ,hadron programmes, the 
muonic decays of D-mesons and JN were studied. The decay ·D. ~ frv, was 
,Siii~;Ulated assuming' D. production by the proton beain of 300 GeV interaction with 
the ~opper target. The momentum spectr~m of muons from D. -+ p.-v decays is 
shown in Fig. 9. Cut on the momentum of decay niuons PI'> 5 GeV/cwas applied 

' ,, ; ' - . '- '· . 
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Figure 8: Schematical representation of different options of the p.F1 layout and the 
misidentification probabilities M. . 

for muons emitted at large angles in p.Fl. For the muons emitted to the second 
muon filter p.F2the corresponding cut was PI'> 10 GeVJc. It turns out that 34% 
of muons from Ds-+ p.-v decay pass through this cut and hit p.FL For the muons 
in p.F2 the corresponding number _is 32 %. So, using p.F1 we can double the statis
tics on D. muonic decays. Simulation of the Jftj; production by 100 GeV muons 
interaction with the proton target was done using AROMA2.2 generator [5]. 

Decay products of J Jtj;' and. the scattered muon were detected at the first and 
second muon filters. The momentum spectrum of muons from J /t/J -+ p.+ p.- decays 
is shown in Fig. 10. Momenta of the muons detected in the first muon filter are 
5- 50 GeV, detected in the second muon filter- 10- 80 GeV. Probability P to 
detect 3 muons (scattered muon and muons from Jf.tj; decay) in 'case if we use the 
first and second muon detectors is P = 50 %, if we use only JLF2 it is P = 2.1 %. 
Therefore the acceptance fc;>r J Jt/J production is increased by 23 times using p.Fl. We 
can estimate the total number of J Jt/J which could be registered in the COMPASS 
detector. At the 100 GeV muon energy and with a cut of 35 < v < 85 GeV (vis the 
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energy of virtual photon) the total cross section is a(J-L+ N -t J-L+' Jf'ljJX) = 0.221 'ub 
(from AROMA). One could obtain the number ofJ/'1/J; 

N= a.· L · c ·A· EJJ. Br =52 day-1 (1) 

where L = 4.3 · 1037cm-2day-l, c = 0.25- SPS efficiency, A= 0.5- three muons in 
acceptance, Eff = 0.93

- tracker efficiency, Br(Jf'ljJ -t J-L+J-L-) =0.06. 
This gives 7800 Jf'ljJ for the experimentai year. · · . 

6 Conclusion 

Performance of the First.Muon Filter of the COMPASS spectrometer was analysed. 
The Monte Carlo simulation of different•reactions with muons in final states:was 
done. The construction of the individual detectors of J-LFl as well as the total layout 
of J-LFl was optimized. 

The muon detection efficiency was estimated with respect to muon-trigger ho
doscopes for two options of the tube construction. It was found that with the 
aluminium profile 0.8 mm thick we gain 10 % in overall efficiency compared to the 
plastic profile 1 mm thick. 

Detector options with single and paired wires as well as the option with strips 
were studied. It was found that both options with single and paired wires give 
the same muon identification probability. The option with strips gives a gain of 
3 - 3.5 times in the identification for the average number of background hits per 
plane <N>=12 (background flux of 300 Hz/cm2 ). 

Different options of First Muon Filter layout were studied in order to optimize 
the misidentification probability and the detector space. It was found that the option 
with the iron filter split into two pieces is the best one. 

The authors are grateful to M. I. Gostkin, N. P. Kravchuk, S. Yu. Porokhovoy 
and S. I. Merzlyakov for fruitful discussions. 
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AJieKCaxHH B.JO. H ,llp. 
Mo,llenupoBaHHe nepsoro MIOOHHOro cpHnhTpa 
cneKTpOMeTpa COMPASS 

flpoauanu3uposaua pa6oTa nepsoro Mli 
COMPASS. BLmonHeHo MO.lleimpoBaHue MeTO.ll' 
UHH C MIOOHaMH B KOHe'IHOM COCTOaHHH. Onn 
,lleTeKTOpOB nepsoro MIOOHHOro cpHnhTpa. 

Pa6oTa BhmonHeHa B lla6opaTOpuu MepHhJ 
BhiCOKHX 3Heprnii Ol15111. 

Coo6meHI!e 06'be.lli!HeHHoro IIHCTI!'!yfa ll.llepHl 

Alexakhin V.Yu. eta!. 
Simulation of the First Muon Filter for the COl 

Performance of the First Muon Filter ( flF 
was analyzed. The Monte Carlo simulation of d 
done. The construction of the individual detecto 
of flF 1 was optimized. 
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